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ABSTRACTInformation retrieval techniques for speech are based onthose developed for text, and thus expect structured data asinput. An essential task is to add sentence boundary infor-mation to the otherwise unannotated stream of words out-put by automatic speech recognition systems. We analyzesentence segmentation performance as a function of featuretypes and transcription (manual versus automatic) for newsspeech, meetings, and a new corpus of broadcast conversa-tions. Results show that: (1) overall, features for broadcastnews transfer well to meetings and broadcast conversations;(2) pitch and energy features perform similarly across cor-pora, whereas other features (duration, pause, turn-based,and lexical) show di�erences; (3) the e�ect of speech recogni-tion errors is remarkably stable over features types and cor-pora, with the exception of lexical features for meetings, and(4) broadcast conversations, a new type of data for speechtechnology, behave more like news speech than like meetingsfor this task. Implications for modeling of di�erent speakingstyles in speech segmentation are discussed.
General TermsProsodic Modeling, Sentence Segmentation
KeywordsSpoken Language Processing, Sentence Segmentation, Broad-cast Conversations, Spontaneous Speech, Prosody, Word Bound-ary Classi�cation, Boosting.
1. INTRODUCTIONWe investigate the role of identically-de�ned lexical andprosodic features when applied to the same task across three
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di�erent speaking styles|broadcast news (BN), broadcastconversations (BC), and face-to-face multi-party meetings(MRDA). We focus on the task of automatic sentence seg-mentation, or �nding boundaries of sentence units in theotherwise unannotated (devoid of punctuation, capitaliza-tion, or formatting) stream of words output by a speechrecognizer.Sentence segmentation is of particular importance for speechunderstanding applications, because techniques aimed at se-mantic processing of speech input|such as machine trans-lation, question answering, information extraction|are typ-ically developed for text-based applications. They thus as-sume the presence of overt sentence boundaries in their in-put [9, 7, 3]. In addition, many speech processing tasksshow improved performance when sentence boundaries areprovided. For instance, speech summarization performanceimproves when sentence boundary information is provided,as observed in [2]. Similarly, named entity extraction andpart-of-speech tagging in speech is improved using sentenceboundary cues in [4], and the use of sentence boundaries formachine translation is shown to be bene�cial for machinetranslation in [8] . Sentence boundary annotation is alsoimportant for aiding human readability of the output of au-tomatic speech recognition systems [5], and could be used fordetermining semantically and prosodically coherent bound-aries for playback of speech to users in tasks involving audiosearch.While sentence segmentation of broadcast news, and tosome extent of meetings, has been studied in previous work,little is known about broadcast conversations. Indeed, datafor this task has only recently become available for workin speech technology. Studying the properties of broadcastconversations and comparing them with those of meetingsand broadcast news is of interest both theoretically, and alsopractically, especially because there is currently less dataavailable for broadcast conversations than for the other twotypes studied here. For example, if two speaking styles sharecharacteristics, one can perform adaptation from one to an-other to improve the performance of the sentence segmen-tation, as proved previously for meetings by using conversa-tional telephone speech [1].The goal of this study is to analyze how di�erent sets offeatures, including lexical features, prosodic features, and



their combination, perform on the task of automatic sen-tence segmentation for di�erent speaking styles. More specif-ically we ask the following questions:1. How do di�erent feature types perform for the di�erentspeaking styles?2. What is the e�ect of speech recognition errors on per-formance, and how does this e�ect depend on the fea-ture types or on the speaking style?3. For this task, are broadcast conversations more likebroadcasts or more like conversations?Results have implications not only for the task of sentenceboundary detection, but more generally for prosodic model-ing for natural language understanding across genres.The next section describes the data set, features, and ap-proach to sentence segmentation. Section 3 reports on ex-periments with prosodic and lexical features, and providesfurther analysis and a discussion of usage of various featuretypes (or groups) and comparison across speaking styles. Asummary and conclusions are provided in Section 4.
2. METHOD

2.1 Data and annotationsTo study the di�erences between the meetings, BN andBC speech for the task of sentence segmentation, we use theICSI Meetings (MRDA) [12], the TDT4 English BroadcastNews [15], and the GALE Y1Q4 Broadcast Conversationscorpora.The ICSI Meeting Corpus is a collection of 75 meetings,including simultaneous multi-channel audio recordings, word-level orthographic transcriptions. The meetings range inlength from 17 to 103 minutes, but generally run just underan hour each, summing to 72 hours. We use a 73 meetingsubset of this corpus that was also used in the previous re-search [12] with the same split into training, held-out andtest sets. TDT4 Corpus was collected by LDC and includesmultilingual raw material, news wires and other electronictext, web audio, broadcast radio and television. We usea subset of TDT4 English broadcast radio and televisiondata in this study. The GALE Y1Q4 Broadcast Conversa-tions Corpus, also collected by LDC, is a set of 47 in-studiotalk shows with two or more participants, including formalone-on-one interviews and debates with more participants.Three shows last for half an hour and the rest of the showsrun an hour each, for a total of about 45 hours.In the experiments to follow, classi�cation models aretrained on a set of data, tuned on a held-out set, and testedon an unseen test set, within each genre. The corpora areavailable with the words transcribed by humans (reference)and with the words output by the speech recognizer (STT).For the reference conditions, word start and end times areobtained by using a exible alignment procedure [14]. Ref-erence boundaries in speech recognizer output and exiblealignments are obtained by aligning these with manual tran-scriptions with annotations. Statistics on these data sets areshown in Table 1 for the STT conditions.Note that the three di�erent speaking styles di�er sig-ni�cantly in mean sentence length, with sentences in meet-ings being only about half the length on average as thosein broadcast news. Meetings (and conversational speech in

MRDA TDT4 BCTraining set size 456,486 800,000 270,856Test set size 87,576 82,644 40,598Held-out set size 98,433 81,788 37,817Vocabulary size 11,894 21,004 12,502Mean sentence length 7.7 14.7 12.6Table 1: Data set statistics. Values are given innumber of words, based on the output of the speechrecognizer (STT).general) tend to contain syntactically simpler sentences andsigni�cant pronominalization. News speech is typically readfrom a transcript, and more closely resembles written text.It contains for example appositions, center embeddings, andproper noun compounds, among other characteristics, thatcontribute to longer sentences. Discourse phenomena alsoobviously di�er across corpora, with meetings containingmore turn exchanges, incomplete sentences, and higher ratesof short backchannels (such as \yeah" and \uhhuh") thanspeech in news broadcasts and in the broadcast conversa-tions.Sentence boundary locations are based on reference tran-scriptions for all three corpora. Sentences boundaries areannotated in BN transcripts directly. For the meeting data,boundaries are obtained by mapping dialog act boundariesto sentence boundaries. The meetings data are labeled ac-cording to 5 classes of dialog acts: backchannels, oor-grabbersand oor-holders, questions, statements, and incompletes.In order to be able to compare the three corpora, all dia-log act classes are mapped to the sentence boundary class.The BC Corpus frequently lacked sentence boundary anno-tations, but included line breaks and capitalization as wellas dialog act tag annotations. In order to use this data,we implemented heuristic rules based on human analysis toproduce punctuation annotations. For BC data, we similarlymapped the 4 types of dialog acts de�ned (statements, ques-tions, backchannels, and incompletes) to sentence bound-aries. Note that we have chosen to map incomplete sentenceboundaries to the boundary class, even though they are not\full" boundaries. This is because the rate of incompletes,while not negligible, was too low to allow for adequate train-ing of a third class in the BC data given the size of the cur-rently available data. We thus chose to group it with theboundary class, even though incompletes also share somecharacteristics with non-boundaries. (Namely, material tothe left of an incomplete resembles non-boundaries, whereasmaterial to the right resembles boundaries).
2.2 Automatic speech recognitionAutomatic speech recognition results for the ICSI Meet-ings data, the TDT4 data and the BC data were obtainedusing the state-of-the-art SRI conversational speech recog-nition system [17], BN system [16], and BC system [14],respectively. The meetings recognizer was trained using noacoustic data or transcripts from the analyzed meetings cor-pus. The word error rate for the recognizer output of thecomplete meetings corpus is 38.2%. Recognition scores forthe TDT4 corpus is not easily de�nable as only closed cap-tions are available that frequently do not match well with theactual words of the broadcast news shows. The estimatedword error rate lies between 17% and 19%. The word errorrate for the recognizer output of the BC data is 16.8%.



2.3 FeaturesSentence segmentation can be seen as a binary classi�-cation problem, in which every word boundary has to belabeled as a sentence boundary or as a non-sentence bound-ary1. We de�ne a large set of lexical and prosodic features,computed automatically based on the output of a speechrecognizer.
Lexical features.Previous work on sentence segmentation in broadcast newsspeech and in telephone conversations has used lexical andprosodic information [13, 6]. Additional work has studiedthe contribution of syntactic information [10]. Lexical fea-tures are usually represented as N -grams of words. In thiswork, lexical information is represented by 5 N -gram fea-tures for each word boundary: 3 unigrams, 2 bigrams and 1trigram. Naming the word preceding the word boundary ofinterest as the current word, and the preceding and follow-ing words as the previous and next word respectively, the 5lexical features are as follows:� unigrams: fpreviousg, fcurrentg, fnextg,� bigrams: fcurrent, nextg,� trigram: fprevious, current, nextg.
Prosodic Features.Prosodic information is represented using mainly continu-ous values. We use 68 prosodic features, de�ned for and ex-tracted from the regions around each inter-word boundary.Features include pause duration at the boundary, normal-ized phone durations of the word preceding the boundary,and a variety of speaker-normalized pitch features and en-ergy features preceding, following, and across the boundary.Features are based in part on those described in [13]. Theextraction region around the boundary comprises either thewords or time windows on either side of the boundary. Mea-sures include the maximum, minimum, and mean of pitchand energy values from these word-based and time-basedregions. Pitch features are normalized by speaker, using amethod to estimate a speaker's baseline pitch as describedin [13]. Duration features, which measure the duration ofthe last vowel and the last rhyme in the word before theword boundary of interest, are normalized by statistics onthe relevant phones in the training data. We also include\turn" features based on speaker changes.
2.4 Boosting ClassifiersFor classi�cation of word boundaries, we use the AdaBoostalgorithm [11]. Boosting aims to combine weak base clas-si�ers to come up with a strong classi�er. The learningalgorithm is iterative. In each iteration, a di�erent distribu-tion or weighting over the training examples is used to givemore emphasis to examples that are often misclassi�ed bythe preceding weak classi�ers. For this approach, we use theBoosTexter tool described in [11]. BoosTexter handles bothdiscrete and continuous features, which allows for a conve-nient incorporation of the prosodic features described above(no binning is needed). The weak learners are one-level de-cision trees (stumps).1More detailed models may distinguish questions from state-ments, or complete from incomplete sentences.

2.5 MetricsThe quality of a sentence segmentation is usually com-puted with F-measure and NIST error. The F-measure isthe harmonic mean of the recall and precision measures ofthe sentence boundaries hypothesized by the classi�er to theones assigned by human labelers. The NIST error rate is theratio of the number of wrong hypotheses made by the classi-�er to the number of reference sentence boundaries. In thiswork, we report only the F-Measure performances.
2.6 Chance performance computationWhat is of interest in the following experiments is the per-formance gain obtained by the classi�er towards the baselineperformance that one would achieve without any knowledgeabout the data but the prior of the classes. The easiest wayof doing so is to compute the prior probability pt(s) of hav-ing a sentence boundary on the training set, and classifyeach word boundary in the test set as a sentence boundarywith probability pt(s). Concretely, the chance score is evalu-ated by computing the probability of each error and correctclass (true positives, false positives, and false negatives) andthe ensuing value for the F-Measure computation. The �nalchance performance only depends on the prior probabilitiesof having a sentence boundary on the training set and onthe test set. Therefore, the chance performance can di�erslightly on the reference and STT experiments, due to wordinsertion and deletion errors introduced by automatic speechrecognition.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThis section discusses results for the three di�erent cor-pora, in two subsections. The main section, Section 3.1,presents results for feature groups (e.g., pitch, energy, pause)and for combinations of the groups. Section 3.2 examinesfeature subgroups within the pitch and energy features (forexample, pitch reset versus pitch range features), to gainfurther understanding of which features contribute most toperformance.
3.1 Performance by feature groupPerformance results for experiments using one or morefeature types are summarized for reference in Table 2. Toconvey trends, they are plotted in Figure 1; lines connectpoints from the same data set for readability. The featureconditions on the X-axis are arranged in approximate orderof performance for the best-performing condition, i.e. forMRDA using reference transcriptions.Although chance performance is higher for MRDA thanfor the broadcast corpora, consistent with the shorter aver-age sentence length in meetings, all corpora have low chanceperformance. While chance performance changes slightlyfor reference versus automatic transcriptions, they are closewithin a corpus. As a consequence, one can compare the F-Measure results almost directly across conditions. To sim-plify the discussion, we de�ne � the relative error reduction.Since the F-Measure is a harmonic mean of two error types,one can compute the relative error reduction for a modelwith F-Measure F and the associated chance performance cas: � = (1� c)� (1� F )1� c = F � c1� c (1)
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Figure 1: F-measure Results by Condition and Features Included in Model. Dur = duration features, AllPros= all prosodic feature types, Lex = lexical features, Lex+Pau = lexical feature plus pause features, ALL =lexical plus all prosodic features.
Features TDT4 TDT4 MRDA MRDA BCref STT ref STT STTChance 6.9 6.9 15.8 13.2 7.4Duration 27.5 26.0 46.3 40.6 23.6Energy 44.5 42.3 50.3 46.0 38.5Pitch 50.5 48.1 53.8 49.2 42.4Turn 36.7 33.7 63.9 59.2 29.4Pause 63.7 55.6 69.5 63.0 48.1All pros 68.3 59.1 71.0 65.0 52.3Lex only 48.1 39.0 74.9 62.2 41.3Lex+pause 72.4 59.0 81.1 73.9 52.1ALL(lex+pros) 76.9 62.1 82.0 75.0 56.3Table 2: Overall results: F-Measure scores for eachgroup of features showed in the �rst column, for allcombinations of corpus/conditions.

Since chance error rates are near 100%, the relative reduc-tion in error after normalizing for chance performance isnearly the same value as the F-Measure itself. That is, anF-measure of 70 corresponds to a relative error reduction �of about 70% for the data sets considered.When comparing performance within a corpus (TDT4 orMRDA) for reference versus automatic transcripts, resultsshow a remarkably consistent performance drop associatedwith ASR errors. This implies that all feature types area�ected to about the same degree by ASR errors. The in-teresting, clear exception is the performance of lexical fea-tures for the meeting data, which degrades more in the faceof ASR errors than do other conditions. For example, rel-ative to the all-prosody features condition, lexical featuresin this corpus give better performance for reference tran-scripts, but worse performance for automatic transcripts.In contrast, TDT4 shows about the expected drop for lex-ical features from ASR features. One possible explanationis that in MRDA, there is a high rate of backchannel sen-tences (such as \uh-huh") which comprise a rather small setof words, sometimes with fairly low energy, that are moreprone to recognition errors or that cause class errors whenmisrecognized. The same argument could be made for otherfrequent words in MRDA that are strong cues to sentencestarts, such as \I" and various �llers and discourse mark-ers. Further analysis, in which selected dialog acts suchas backchannels are removed from the train and test data,could shed light on these hypotheses.If we consider that the BC data set is much smaller thanthe other two sets, and thus the training material for the



classi�er smaller, all three corpora are quite similar in per-formance in both energy and pitch features (although wewill see in the next section that within these feature classes,there are some corpus di�erences). The corpora also sharethe trend that duration features are less useful than pitch orenergy features, and that pause features are the most use-ful individual feature type. Interestingly, duration featuresalone are more useful in MRDA than in either of the broad-cast corpora. A listening analysis using class probabilitiesof errors from the model revealed a possible explanation. Inbroadcast speech, speakers do lengthen phones before sen-tence ends, but they also lengthen phones considerably inother locations, including during the production of frequentprominences, and at the more frequent sub-sentential syn-tactic boundaries found in news speech. Both characteris-tics appear to lead to considerable false alarms on durationfeatures in the broadcast corpora.Another noticeable di�erence across corpora is visible forturn features. Here again, the meeting data di�ers from thebroadcast data. This result reects both the higher rateof turn changes in the meeting data, especially for shortutterances such as backchannels, and the way that the datais processed. As already mentioned in Section 2, the turn iscomputed di�erently in the meetings than in the two othercorpora. In the broadcast data, the turn is only estimatedby an external diarization system that may introduce errors,whereas in the meetings the turn information is the true onesince each speaker have their own channel. Furthermore,while turns in both broadcast and meetings data are brokenby 0.5 second pauses, the meeting pauses are derived fromthe reference or STT transcript while the broadcast datapauses come from the less-sophisticated speech/non-speechpreprocessor of the diarization system.A �nal observation from Figure 1 concerns the patternsfor the BC data. This is a newer corpus in the speech com-munity and little is understood about whether it is more likebroadcast news speech or more like conversational speech.The results here, both for chance performance and for per-formance across feature types, clearly indicate that in termsof sentence boundary cues, broadcast conversations are morelike broadcast news, and less like conversations. The overalllower results for BC data are as noted earlier, likely ex-plained simply by the smaller set of training data available.The one exception visible from Figure 1 in this trend is inthe condition using lexical features only. We would expectthe BC result here to be lower than that for TDT4 STT,given the overall lower performances for BC than TDT4.But instead we see a higher-than-expected result for BCin this condition, similar in trend to the pattern seen forMRDA STT for lexical features. We hypothesize that BCshares with conversational data the added utility of lexicalfeatures from either backchannels (that start and end sen-tences) or from words like �llers, discourse markers, and �rstperson pronouns (that tend to start sentences). Further an-alyzes of the BC data suggest that while backchannels maynot play a large role in broadcast conversations, the secondclass of words, i.e. those that tend to start sentences, arefairly frequent and thus probably aid the lexical model.
3.2 Performance by feature subgroupA further feature analysis step is to look more closely atthe two feature types that capture frame-level prosodic val-ues, namely pitch features and energy features. These are

also the two feature types that are normalized for the par-ticular speaker (or speaker estimated via diarization) in ourexperiments. Our feature sets for each of these two featuretypes consisted of three subgroups.Subgroup 1 uses an estimate of \baseline" pitch or en-ergy, intended to capture the minimum value for the par-ticular talker. Features in this subgroup reect pitch or en-ergy values in the word or short time window preceding theboundary in question, and compares those values to the es-timated baseline value for the talker. The idea is to capturehow high or low the pre-boundary speech is, relative to thatspeaker's range, with lower values correlating with sentenceends. We refer to these features as range features, since theycapture the speaker's local value within their range. Notethat because these features look at information prior to theboundary itself, they could be used for online processing,i.e. to predict boundary types before the following word isuttered.Subgroup 2 looks across the boundary, i.e. at words ortime windows both before and after the boundary in ques-tion. These features compare various pitch and energy statis-tics (for example maximum, mean, minimum) of the preced-ing and following speech, using various normalizations. Theidea is to capture \resets" typical of sentence ends, in whichthe pitch or energy has become low before the end of a sen-tence, and is then reset to a higher value at the onset of thenext sentence. Such features are de�ned only when boththe preceding and following speech is present (within a timethreshold for any pause at the boundary). We refer to theseas reset features.Subgroup 3, like subgroup 1, looks only at words or timewindows at one side of the boundary. The idea is to capturethe size of pitch or energy excursions by using the slope ofregions close to the boundary. The slope is taken from linear�ts of pitch and energy contours after various preprocessingtechniques to remove outliers. Sentence ends in conventionallinguistic studies of prosody are associated with a large \�nalfall", which these features are intended to capture. Theymay also however capture excursions related to prominentsyllables at non-boundaries.Results for the three feature types, for both energy andpitch, are shown in Figure 2. For ease of readability, linesconnect points for the same condition. We look only atthe three STT conditions, since reference results for TDT4and MRDA show a similar pattern to their respective STTresults, and using STT results allows us to compare all threecorpora. To compare relative usage of the di�erent featuresubgroups directly, we look at relative error reduction results(see previous section), although as noted there the absoluteF-measure results will look similar.A �rst point to note about Figure 2, which can be con-strued by comparing to results in Figure 1, is that in allconditions, subgroups perform less well on their own thanthe all-energy and all-pitch groups. This indicates that thesubgroups contribute some degree of complementary infor-mation. Second, across all conditions and across the twofeature types, it is clear that the reset features perform bet-ter than features based on local range or slope. The inter-pretation is that it is better to use information from wordsor windows on both sides of a boundary in question thanto look only at one side or the other. Third, pitch featuresare relatively more useful than energy features for all threecorpora, but the largest di�erential is for the TDT4 data.
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Figure 2: Relative error reduction for the three sub-groups of features range, reset and slope, for bothenergy and pitch.Note however that the strongest subgroup, i.e. pitch reset,shows nearly identical relative error reduction performancefor both TDT4 and MRDA; BC is not far behind given themuch smaller amount of data available for training.Finally, these results show one example in which the BCdata compares more closely with meeting data than withbroadcast news data. TDT4, more so than the two con-versational corpora, can make use of additional subtypessuch as slope for energy features, and range for pitch fea-tures. Thus, although BC looks more like TDT4 than likeMRDA when examining overall feature usage (see Figure 1),it shares with MRDA that certain feature subtypes, such asthose based on looking at only one side of a boundary, aremuch less robust than the reset features that look acrossboundaries. This suggests that the conversational data mayhave greater range variation and less de�ned excursions thanread news speech.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSWe have studied the performance of sentence segmenta-tion across two spontaneous speaking styles|broadcast con-versations and meetings| and a more formal one|broadcastnews. The average length of sentences and comparison ofthe lexical and prosodic feature types performance showedthat in terms of sentence boundary cues, broadcast con-versations are more like broadcasts and less like meetings.However, the performance of the lexical features suggeststhat BC shares with meetings the added utility of lexicalfeatures from word like �llers, discourse markers, and �rstperson pronouns. Other similarities between meetings andBC were also observed, such as the bene�t of prosodic fea-tures that looking at characteristics of both sides (ratherthan only one side) of an inter-word boundary.The three speaking styles showed similarities in the roleof individual features. Pitch and energy features, as overallgroups, perform surprisingly similarly in absolute terms forall three corpora. Also, for all corpora pause features arethe most useful individual type of features, and durationfeatures are less useful than energy and pitch. However,

while the rank of the feature types was the same, the du-ration features were comparatively more useful in meetingsthan in the two other corpora, most likely because of thetendency of broadcast speakers to lengthen phones not onlynear sentence boundaries, but also in other locations.A closer look at pitch and energy features in terms offeature subgroups revealed that subgroups provide comple-mentary information, but some subgroups are clearly bet-ter than others. For all three corpora, there was greatestbene�t from features that compare speech before and afterinter-word boundaries. Broadcast news di�ered from theconversational corpora in being able to also take good ad-vantage of features that look only at one side of the bound-ary, likely reecting the more careful and regular prosodicpatterns associated with read (as opposed to spontaneous)speech.Comparisons of the reference and speech-to-text condi-tions showed, interestingly, that nearly all feature types area�ected to about the same degree by ASR errors. The excep-tion was lexical features in the case of the meetings, whichdegrade more than expected from ASR errors. Possible ex-planations for this are that sentence segmentation perfor-mance in meetings relies more heavily on certain one-wordutterance like backchannels, as well as on a small class ofhighly predictive sentence onset words such as \I", �llers,and discourse markers.In future work we plan to explore methods for improvingperformance on BC data, including adaptation and additionof similar data from other corpora. We also plan to studythe impact of removing speci�c classes of dialog acts fromthe meetings, to determine the behavior of lexical featuresfor this corpus, as just described above, is related to speci�cdialog acts or to some other phenomenon. Finally, we hopethat further work along the lines of the studies describedherein, can add to our longer term understanding of therelationship between speaking style and various techniquesand features for natural language processing.
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